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Abstract

The results of a combined Synchrotron uv-radiation and conventional XPS

study on the (OOl)-surface of a NaCM single crystal are reported. Absolute

valence and core binding energies of CN~ are deduced. The valence electron

spectrum of NaCN is shown to be dominated by emission from the CN~ sufalattice.

Satellite structure is found in the inner valence electron reglon and

consistently interpreted in comparison with CO and N2- The experimentally

determined electronic structure is compared with many-body ab-initio

calculations of the ionization spectrum of CN~. No band structure effects

( k-dispersion) in the valence spectra are found due to the rotational

disorder of the CN-sublattice. The branching ratios of the outer valence

levels are determined, and shape resonances in both a-levels are observed,

The energies of the shape resonances in CN~ are compared with gaseous,

Condensed and adsorbed CO and N?.
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Introduction

In recent years progress has been made to understand the photoionization of

diatomic molecules, such äs CO and N2> in the gas phase' ', the Condensed solid

12l 'l
phase1 'and in adsorbate phases1 .

Of particularinterest has been the energy dependence of the photoionization

cross section due to the observation of molecular shape resonances' '. It has

been shown recently, that energetic position and intensity of such shape resonances

l 4are considerably influenced by binding the free molecule to a metal surface * .

This is probably due to the change of the potential feit by the escaping electron

caused by a redistribution of the electron density upon binding a molecule

to the surface. Also, scattering from the surface could effect such resonances.

Another point of current interest, that has attracted the attention of both
l C / £ 7

theoreticians and experimentalists ' , is the explanation of satellite

structure found in the inner valence electron region. Very recently, the energy

dependence of the intensity of these satellites in N? and CO have been studied

in the gas and Condensed phases/ ' '

In this study we want to investigate the photoionization of CN . We have

chosen this System for two reasons:

i) CN is isoelectronic with CO and N2.

ii) The electron distribution in CN" is different from CO and N' <.

The photoionization of CN therefore allows us to investigate the influence

of the altered Charge distribution on position and intensity of the photoemission

bands including the satellite structure in the inner valence region. Furthennore

it serves äs a model to study the influence of the altered wavefunction on the

position of the shape resonance. The results can be compared with free Condensed

and adsorbed CO and H,.

Since CN is an anion its study in the gas phase is hampered. CN , however,

forms stable alkalicyanide crystals with rock salt structure at room tempera-

ture äs shown in fig. la'13'14'. Due to the large electron äffinity (3.82 e/15')

of CN", which is even larger than that of fluorine, the rock salt lattice points

of NaCN, for example, are occupied by Na cations and the barry centers of the

CN anions, respectively. An oriented CN moiety uould not al low for the high

cubic symmetry of a rock salt crystal. The cubic symmetry originates from the

rotational mobility of the CN units' * . The rotational distribution, however,

is not isotropic äs shown in fig. Ib, which has been taken from the neutron

diffraction work of Rowe et al.' '. To a certain degree we can therefore look

at an NaCN crystal atroom temperature äs a Condensed coulomb stabel ized CN~ gas,

where the intermolecular Separation between the CN~ moieties is approximately

4.z a .
By pressure and temperature Variation NaCN and other alkalicyanides undergo

several phase transitions. At a transition temperature of 288 K the rotational

freedom of the CN" anions is frozen along the (HQ)-direction' ' and the

mechanical properties change rather dramatically. Resently, there is a wide

/1 R/
interest in alkalicyanides from this point of view.

Using angle resolved photoemssion with Synchrotron radiation and angle inte-

grated x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy we investigate the complete outer and

inner valence electron region äs well äs the CN" core ionizations of a (100)

surface of a NaCN single crystal in normal emission. By comparison with so l id

and gaseous CO and N^ relative binding energy differences and branching ratios

intermediate between CO and Nn are found. We observe satel l i te structure in

the inner valence electron region and present an assignment analogous to CO

and N, in comparison with roany - body ab-initio calculations. It is

found that the relative ionization potential of the CN-a-bond is lowered with
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respect to the lerne pairs in comparison with CO and N, by approximately 3 eV

which is in line with theoretical predictions based on one-particle properties.

The determined branching ratios of the three ion states lowest in energy

in normal emission are compared with CO and N, and angle integrated measure-

ments using unpolarized resonance lamp radiation' , The comparison indicates

that we oberve the influence of the anisotropic orientation of the CN~

moieties, The branching ratios determined in normal emission show shape

resonance structures that are shifted in energy relative to those of CO

and N£.

The paper is organized äs fo l lows: First we review the experimental

procedures. The second part briefly summarizes the calculational details.

In the third part we discuss the experimental results and compare them with

results In the literature and our own theoretical considerations. Also, a

brief excurs to ädsorbates is presented. The fifth and last part contains a

synopsis.

Experimental Procedure

The Synchrotron experiments were performed at the storage ring DORIS in

Hamburg, The Synchrotron light was dispersed by a Im-Seya-Namioka-Mono-

chromator with concave gratings. The photon flux was monitored with a

photodiode during the measurements. We recorded the electron distribution

curves with a modified VGfADES 400}-System in normal emission with an

angular resolution of + l . The Overall resolution was AE= 0.25 eV for

hv< 40 eV, AE = 0.4 eV for hv = 40 eV and AE = 0.55 eV for hv = 45 eV.

A detailed description of the experimental set up can be found in ref./21/.

Photoemission experiments using a conventional x-ray source with Mg- and

Si- anodes were performed in a separate System using a modified Leybold-
/22/Heraeus (LHS 10) spectrometer '. The sample was a highly purified NaCN

single crystal which was cleaved "in vacuo" along the {100} direction

within a preparation chamber. After cleavage the sample was transfered under

UHV into the measuring position. In order to fix the crystal onto the sample

holder it was pressed into metallic indium. The pressure in the System was

kept in the 10 Torr ränge.

Typical photoelectron distribution curves from the NaCN crystal are shown

in fig. 2. They have been measured at room temperature. The zero of the

intensity scale refers to the spectrum at the bottom. The energy scale was

/??/fixed with respect to the reported values of metallic indium''-*'.

For evaluating the branching ratios B = A- / ! A. where A, is the emission
1 i ' '

intensity of the i-th state and the sum is over all observed states of the ion

the data were further processed. For the determination of photoemission

intensities the electron distribution curves for each excitation energy were

normaliied to the intensity of the photon flux impinging onto the sample.
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Furthermore a smooth structureless background was subtracted to account for

scattered secondary electrons. Finally.the area under each emission peak

in the electron distribution curves was determined by fitting the experimen-

tally observed three peak structure by three Gaussians corresponding to the

three uppermost ion states. The branching ratlos are plotted in fig, 3 äs

a function of photon energy.

Computationaj Procedures

Standard LCAO-HO-SCF calculations were carrled out for CO.N, and CN" using

the ORBII-84 -program^' , specifically designed for ab-initio calculations

on a simple micro Computer, A11 integrals were calculated analytically over

carthesian gaussian type functions' t TWO basis sets, i.e. a minimal

basis, STO 3G/*7/, and a split valence basis, 3-21G'28/f , were employed.

No further optimization was tried for the 3-21G basis set. For the STG-3G

basis set the ir-orbital exponents were slightly altered, due to their strong

influence on orbital and total energies. There are reports of better calculations

in the literature' , but they are not directly comparable for the three

Systems . All calculations were carried out using experimental geometries. The

results for the three Systems with 3-21G basis are collected in table 1.

In addition to these calculations Green's function cotnputations have

been performed on the CN anion at an intermolecular Separation of 0.118 nm.

The Green's function calculations are based on ab-initio SCF calculations

and include the effects of electronic correlation and reorganization. Two

types of appoximations in the framework of the Green's furction method have

been employed. The first method is based on a finite perturbation expansion

of the seif energy. All terms up to and including the third arder terms

in the electron-electron interaction are taken into account. Higher order

terms are approximated by a renormal i zation procedure. The method, however,

is only applicable in the outer valence region, and is thus termed outer

valence Green's function method (OVGF), tt is discussed in detail in ref.

/29/ and /30/. The accuracy achievable is documented in ref. /3l/- If

satellites of appreciable intensity accompany the main lines the ionization

energies and relative intensities have to be calculated with the so called

extended two-particle-hole Tamm-Dancoff Green's function method ( extended
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2ph-TDA ). This method can be used in the entire valence region. It is

also accurate to third Order in the electron-electron interaction and contains

infinite selected suromations such that the seif energy retains the correct

analytical structure over the entire energy ränge. The rnethod is extensively
rto /

discussed in the literature ( for earlier version of this method see

ref. /30/ and /33/ ). The numerical aspects have been presented in ref./34/.

The Green's function calculations are based on an SCF calculation which uses

a large basis set including diffuse functions and two sets of d-type

polarlzation functions, namely [l2s8p2dj /(6s5p2d) which is derived from
flt /

a basis set by Salez and Veillard' '. The SCF calculations were performed

with the program System MUNICH of Diercksenand Kraemer . The orbital

energies are shown in table 1. The results of the OVGF and the extended 2ph-

TDA calculations are presented in table 2. The basis set has been fully

exhausted in the OVGF calculation but it had to be somewhat truncated in the

extended Zph-TDA calculation. The two core orbitals (Cls and Nls) and their

virtual counterparts have been neglected. In addition, virtual orbitals with

an energy above 46 eV were left out in the latter calculation.

Results and Oiscussion

A. Energetic Considerations and Satellite Structure

We start the discussion with a comparison of the outer and inner valence

emission of NaCN at 45 eV and 1253.6 eV photon energies with the spectra

of Condensed CD and N?' ' shown in fig. 4. Note, however, that while the

NaCN 45eV spectrum was taken in an angle resolved mode in normal emission,

the spectra of Condensed CO and N, and the 1253.6 eV spectrum of NaCN are

angle integrated' f ,

For the comparison we have chosen a relative energy scale, where the

maximum of the 4o-state has been taken äs reference level. This is

indicated by the dash dotted line in fig. 4. Table 3 contains the relative

binding energies of NaCN, CO and N2 -

One result is obvious: The complete valence emission of the NaCN single

crystal is determined by ion states due to ionization of the CN~ anion,

äs expected. The Na2p emission is observed well below {~23 eV) the valence

band. This result Supports the view that a complete Charge transfer between

Na and CN moiety has taten place. Our spectra are in fair agreement with

the spectra reported by Considine et al/ ' and Vannerberg ' 'who measured

Hei and Hell' 'spectra äs well äs monochromatized A1K ' 'spectra respec-

tively of polycrystalline films of sodium cyanide. The relative binding

energies of the three outer valence ionizations are intermediate between

CO and Nn, however they are more similar to N? than to CO. In addition the

} The CO one-particle nomenclature is used throughout the paper for CO,N,

and CN".
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relative intensities of the three peaks of CN~ are more similar to N, than to

CO which is evident by inspection of fig. 4. If we excite the valence electrons
y o o y

with soft x-rays, the molecular states with large atomic s-character are

Intensity enhanced, while those with dominating atomic p-character are

intensity suppressed.The 4o state with large N2s character dominates the x-ray

excited spectrum, while the l^-emission is drastically reduced. This

behaviour is in line with the observations on N? and CO /^9/ Qur assignment

of the outer valence levels is at variance with those of several other

authors '^''4U'who were not able to detect the ITT emission in x-ray excited

spactra. Considine et al.' ', Vannerberg '3? /and Prins and Biloer/40/rep0rt

on electron emission at energies below the three outer valence ennssions of

NaCN, Vannerberg '37'reports five bands at 2.6 eV, 4.7 eV, 9.4 eV, 16.1 eV

and 23 eV relative binding energy including the Na2p emission. Prins and Bil

found three bands at : 4.7 eV, 14.2 eV and 22.4 eV below the 4a emission.

Considine et al.' ' were only able to observe one peak about 9 eV below the

4o band using Hell radiation.

Our results, shown in table 3, are consistent with those of Vannerberg'

We do not observe, however, the band at 2.6 eV relative binding energy in our

45 eV spectrum and are not able to resolve a peak in the x-ray induced spectra.

We cannot rule out »experimentaily, the possibility of a band at this energy

although our calculations, discussed later, do not predict a satellite

with this relative binding energy(see fig, 5). The peak at 4.7 eV in the high

energy spectrum is observed äs a weak feature with a photon energy of 45 eV.

Considine et al. ' did not observe this band. In several papers, dealing with

XPS of NaCN /37»40»41/a peak between 14.5 eV and 16 eV below the 4o ' level

has been reported in agreement with our results. This band is due to the emission

from the CN-o-bond, which in a one-particle picture is termed 3o. tt is

- 10 -

interesting that the intensity of this state is close to zero for hv = 45 eV

photon energy in the angle resolved normal emission spectrum. The strong

intensity enhancement of this band supports the high s-character of the ionized

state in agreement with our assignment to the ionization of the CN-u-bond.

At this point it is appropriate to compare the electron emission bands

below the outer valence emissions in CN with those found in CO and Ny '.

In the latter cases an assignment has been extensively discussed in the

literature * '. A simplified version' ' of the current assignment may

be summarized äs follows: The coupling of a IT -* TT excitation to a hole

state of o symmetry, namely a configuration of type (o TT TT ) leads to two

doublet states whose energy Separation is determined by the singlet-triplet

Splitting of the it * TT excitation. The lowest energy TT •*• TT excitation in

first row diatomics is the ITT -+ 2 TT excitation. If we couple this excitation

separately to the 5a and the 4o hole states we end up with four final states

of the type discussed above. The roman numbers I and II{Fig. 4)refer to these state'

where I Stands for the 5a- and II for the 4u-coupling. The Splitting between

the components of each pair is very similar and of the order of 6 eV to 8 eV.

It i^i close to the singlet-triplet Splitting of the ITT -* ZT\n in
/4ö/neutral CO and H, . We want to point out clearly, that the above assignment

is probably oversimpl.ified. VJe know from detailed calculations, that a variety

of other excited ion configurations, including two electron excitations

contribute. This is particularly important for the satellites at higher relative

binding energies, close to the 3a ionization, For the satellites at lower
/42/

binding energies, the above assignment reflects the true Situation . The

satellites at lower binding energy borrow their intensity from the outer

val.ence levels while those at higher binding energies borrow intensity from the

3o-ionization' .
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A quälitatively similar analysis holds for CO and N?.

The larger excitation energy for the ITT •+• 2ir excitation in Nn äs compared to CO
/45/has to be ta.ken into account . Note that the Splitting of the singlet and

triplet component remains basically uneffected. The energy Separation between

5o and 4ö hole States decreases for N^. As a consequence of these two effects

the satellites shift to higher relative binding energies in N?.

If we now use the assignment for CO and N? äs a basis to assign the inner

valence electron spectrum of NaCN we end up with the dotted correlation lines

shown in fig.4. As a next step to test this assignment we compare our spectrum

with the result of anext.2ph-TDA calculation on the photoelectron spectrum of the

outer and inner valence electron region of CN .(see ref./19/ for comparison}

Fig.5 shows a direct comparison between experlment and theory. Note that the

calculation was done on a free CN" anion. Therefore the energy scales have

been alligned for the 4o bands.The theoretical quantity proportional to the

band intensity is the so called pole strength which is equivalent to a

generalized overlap amplitude and thus represents the intensity of an ionization

band in sudden approximation ' . We find two groups of rather intense

satellites 5.b eV and 10.8 eV below the 4o ionization and a set of satell ites

in the region of 3o ionization. The main configurations contributing to the

two satellites at low relative binding energy are of type (5o lir" ZTT) for the

5.5 eV band and (Ha~l\v~^Zif) for the 10.3 eV band , which is in

agreement with the results of our simple considerations. For the satellites

in the 3a ionization region the Situation is more complicated( äs already found

for CO and N?. The coupling to various configurations leads to the broad,

structured peak observed for the 3c ionization. Still, the 3ö ionization is the

most significant cöntribution to the peak. In comparison to CO and N-, where

the relative position of the 3o ionization is almost identical, the CN" 3a-

ionization is found at lower binding energy. This can be rationalized on the

basis of our ab-initio Hartree-Fock calculations (table 1). Columns I

of table l contain absolute energies, columns II relative energies

with respect to the 4o orbital. The latter energies are in line with the

experimental observations on the 3o ionization from fig.4 and table 3:

The CN -3ü-orbital is destabelized by approximately 3 eV with respect to the

corresponding orfaitals in CO and N?, which are within .1 eV at the same

relative energy. The reason for this effect can be found in the electronega-

tivities of the atoms participating in the bond. Roughly, the larger the
/4d/

electronegativity of an atom the larger is the atomic orbital energy

In the three cases, the c-bond is formed by coupling of two atomic sp-hybride

functions. In fig. 6 the Situation is shown schematically for the three molecules.

In CO, the oxygen function lies at high energy due to the large electronegati-

vity of oxygen{3.5) /^S/ -]-ne occupied o- bond formed by interaction with the

less electronegative carbon (2.5) /4<Ms situated at even higher energy.

In Np the two interacting hybrides are degenerate and lie at intermediate energy
/48/

according to the electronegativity of nitrogen (3.0) . Due to the degeneracy

of the interacting atomic functions the formed o-bond is more stabelized by

interaction than in the case of CO, resulting in similar relative energy.

The Situation for CN~ is equivalent to CO but due to the smaller electronegati-

vity of nitrogen, compared to oxygen in CO, the formed c-bond lies at lower

relative energy, leading to the apparent destabelization.

Before we proceed to a discussion of absolute ionization energies a brief

comment on the relative energies of the outer valence ionizations äs compared with

the one-particle energies shown in table l is appropriate. The relative

binding energies of ITT and 50 Orbitals do not fit äs well äs those discussed

for the 3a orbital. This has to be expected since it is well known that for
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N? a one particle description of the outer valence ionlzations according

to Koopmans'theorem is not appropriate '. The energy separations between

the outer valence ionizations ob~served are not determined by relative one

particle energies but rather by correlation effects *. Indeed, a comparison

of orbital energies for CM in table l and calculated ionization potentials

of table 2 reveal this effect. In the Hartree-Fock calculation with [l2s/8p/2d] -

basis the lir - 50 Separation is only 0.05 eV, . However, upon

inclusion of correlation effects the energy separations (table2) are almost

quantitatively brought into agreement with experiment äs shown in fig. 5.

The absolute binding energies of the outer valence ionizations are shown

at the bottom of fig 2. The observed values are very dose to what has to be

expected for a completely ionic NaCN crystal:

The first ionization potential (IP) of a CN~ embedded in a NaCN crystal can

be calculated frorn /49/;

[ P = I P f r ee + E MAD + EPOL (1)

where IPfrp_ is the first ionization potential of the free CN anion. This

was experimentally determined by Berkowitz et a!.' ' to be 3.82 eV. EM.n is

the Madelung energj : 8.07 eV for NaCN. Epf,. is the polarization energy

according to Mott and Littleton . It has been calculated for various anions

in connection with ionization of alkali halides and varies between -leV and

-2eV for anions fluorine to iodine. We have assumed an intermediate value of

-1.5eV. With this we calculate a first ionization potential of 10.4 eV for a

completely ionic crystal which is in excellent agreement with the observed

value of 10.8 eV. Note that the first ionization potential of free CN~ of

3.82 eV is in excellent agreement with the ext. 2ph-TDA result which predicts

- 14 -

4.11 eV and even better when compared with the theoretical value calculated

usin^ the OVGF method'^0'which is given in parentheses in table 2 {3.81 eV) .

Note, however; that calculatea values are always vertical ionization energies.

The absolute and relative binding energies in the outer valence electron

region are independent of excitation energy äs revealed by fig. 2, Were the

NaCN crystal a "normal" ordered solid we «ould observe shifts of the absolute

and relative binding energies according to the sampled electron momentum

of the "band-structure"' >52/. The absence of the effect is a direct con-

sequence of the disorder within the CN" sublattice. A detailed photoemission study

of absolute and relative binding energies for a NaCN phase with a rotationally

ordered CN sublattice would be interesting.

The relative energies for the core ionizations are given in table 3. The

absolute values can be computed r.efem'ng to the first ionization energy and

can be compared to binding energies of other CN containing molecules.

For the solid the absolute values ara: Cls =290.3 eV and Nls =405.8 eV;

for the gaseous species: Cls =283.3 eV and Nls = 398.8 eV. If these values

are compared with binding energies of neutral CM compounds in Sie gas phase:

acetonitrile, Cls = 292.4 eV, Nls = 405.6 etf ' { methylisocyanide, Cls = 292.4 eV,

Nls = 406.8 eV /54/; hydrogencyanide, Cls = 293.5 eV, Nls = 406.1 eV /55/, the

influence of the negative Charge is clearly observed. An extensive comparison

of core binding energies of CN~ with (iso-)nitrile, (iso-}nitrilecomplexes

and {iso-Jnitrile-adsorbates will be given elsewhere in analogy to our studies

on CG- and No-complexes and adsorbates
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B. Branching Ratlos and Shape Resonances

So far we have not discussed the intensities of the outer valence electron

bands äs a function of photon energy In detail. In the following we want to

compare the branching ratios of NaCN shown in fig.3 with those of gaseous

and Condensed CO and N2 reported by Plummer et al. ' and by Fock et al / .'

Note, however, that the branching ratios for CO and N^ have been taken with

an angle integrating spectrometer, whlle our NaCN data were taken in an

angle resolved mode. In Order to compare angle resolved and angle integrated

spectra, a possible influence of the asymmetry parameter ß has to be taken

into account. Since S (u) is not known for CN~, we use the known 3 (u ) for

CO and N~ and consider its influence of the NaCN spectra. e(üi) varies for the

three ion states in the outer valence electron region differently äs a

function of photon energy. The extreme values are -l and +2 /&?'=>°/ fror

both CO and N, the smallest value is found for the lir'lamzation at 20 eV

photon energy with ß= -.5, the largest value for the 5a ionization with

& = 1.3 at 40 eV photon energy ' ' If we write the asymmetry-parameter

dependent cross section äs:

tot
4ir (2)

f( u,) [ l + ( 3 - 1 ) ] (3 )

where 6 is the angle between the polarization vector of the light and the

) The pronounced differences between the branching ratios of gasous and solid

12.1
CO and N? near threshold, which have been discussed in detail by Fock' ; shall

not be considered in this paper.
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detection direction, then f(u) assumes values between .9 and 1.2 for our

geometric conditions (G =45 ). This changes the branching ratios slightly

but by no means dramatically. Particularly it does not change the habitus

of the frequency dependence of the branching ratios. We conclude that the

structure we observe in the branching ratios is not primarily caused by

the asymmetry parameter.

To assign the various features we compare our results to CO and Nn 1n fig. 7

The figure shows for each of the three outer valence ionizations the branching

ratios of gaseous and solid CQ and Nn and of CN~ in a photon energy ränge

between 20 eV and 40 eV. For the 5o ionization at low photon energy we find

a dip in the branching ratio (22.5 eV) followed by a peak (25.4 eV) .

A similar structure was found by Plummer et al / ' for gaseous CO. These

authors showed that the features are not primarily the result of autoioni-

zation. They argued, that the rise in the branching ratio below the minimum
2

probably is a consequence of autoionization processes involving the C E-state

of CO. This state is seen in photoemission äs the shake up at lowest binding

energy in fig.4. Plummer et al. ' showedt using Davenport's' ' theoretical

results that the peak is caused by a o- shape resonance in the continuum.

VJe adopt this interpretation and assign the peak at 25.4 eV photon energy to

a shape resonance of a symmetry. The a character of the resonance is supported

by its absence in the lir branching ratio, which is basically independent of

photon energy except for a small, narrow peak with a maximum near the energy

of the dip in the 5o branching ratio. The same peak in the ITT branching ratio

is found in CO and N? and it is not clear what causes the variations in cross

section. It is possible that interference between comparable amplitudes for

autoionization and photoionization is the reason. It is probably not connected

directly with the shape resonance* because its width is too small. The

/2,3/
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branching ratlos for the 4a state also shows a broad resonance feature at

30 eV photon energy.The width of this structure is wider compared to the

5a branching ratios in accord with findings for CD and N?. The observation

of resonance structures for both o ionizations is in agreement with the

symmetry C of the CN" moiety. The intensities of the resonance structures

seern to be reduced äs compared to gaseous CO and N,. This effect has also

/2/been observed for the 4a resonance of CO upon condensation' ' of the gas.

In fig.3 we compare the branching ratios for the NaCN single crystal with

those taken from the work of Considine et al / . Their branching ratios were

determined for a polycrystalline sample using unpolarized resonance radiation

and an angle integrating spectrometer. The Hei branching ratios agree very

well with our findings while for the Hell branching ratios our values agree

for the ITT state but differ for the 4o and 5o states: Whi le for a polycrystalline

sample the branching ratios at 40 eV of 4a and 5a are almost identical, they

are considerably different for a single crystalline sample. We do not know what

causes the effect but we could speculate that it is due to some orientational

order within the CN~ sublattice in the NaCN single crystal. In order to shed

light on this problem one could measure the branching ratios when we sweep

through the cubic to orthorhombic phase transition at 288 K, because the CN

sublattice Orders in the low temperature phase. However, it is not easy to

retain the single crystallinity of the sample across the phase transition.

Finally, we compare the kinetic energies of various shape resonances in CO,

N2 and ClT in table 4. For com-

parison the values for adsorbed CO and N? are included. We find that the

kinetic energies of the CN~ shape resonances are larger than those for CO and Np-

This is easily explained by the change in potential feit by the valence electrons

- 18 -

in CN" äs compared to CO and N2. Davenport has already pointed out that a

Potential change simulated in an X -SW calculation by altering the a-parameter
IC.Q1

leads to changes in the position of the shape resonance '. A change of the

Potential alsooccurs upon adsorption of a molecule' . This leads to a

drastic shift of the shape resonance and to a decrease of its width.

Calculations using small CO-metal clusters reproduce this effect quantitatively' '

Very recently, Schichl et al' ' presented a rather detailed study of these

/4/effects. Greuter et al.' , earlier used qualitative arguments and arrived at

similar-not äs detailed- conclusions. Both groups of authors conclude that

chernisorption changes the wave functions of the molecule and may partly

cause the observed changes of the shape resonance. The present data on CN~

add more evidence to this picture. As stated in the introduction, the electron

distribution in CN" is different from CO and N™. Therefore we can take CN" äs

a model to study how wavefunction changes influence the position of the

shape resonance. Table 4 shows that a wavefunction change does

influence the position of the shape resonance. The effect is of the order of

30 % to 60 % of the shift induced by chemisorption. The missing portion of

the shift is possibly due to the influence of the Substrate in the final

state.
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Summary and Conclusion

We have presented angle resolved photoelectron spectra of a NaCN (001) single

crystal surface. Synchrotron UV radiation and conventional x-ray tube radiation

induced electron distribution curves Show that the valence ionization spectra

between 10 eV and 40 eV binding energy are exclusively determined by emission

from the CN" sublattice. The first Na emission (Na2p) appears 23 eV below

the 40 emission. The latter result, together with the measured absolute

binding energies support the view that the outer sodium electron has been

completely transferred towards the CN moieties which form the CN" sublattice.

Photon energy dependent spectra show no Variation of absolute and relative

binding energies of the CN" ionizations, This is in agreement with results

from neutron diffraction studies' showing that the CN" anions rotate on their

lattice positions and thus form a "coulomb stabelized" CN" gas.

The satellite structure, observed in the inner valence electron region can

be interpreted on the basis of a comparison to Condensed CO and N^ and to

many-body corrected calculations on the CN~ anion reported in this paper.

The branching ratios of the outer valence levels show resonance structures

in both o levels, but not in the TT level in agreement with the C symmetry

of the CN" moiety. The position of the shape resonances in CN~ are different

from CO and N,. It is argued that this is due to a potential change in CN~.

The observed shifts of the CN~ shape resonances are between SOS to 6Q% of the

shifts found when CO or N2 are adsorbed on transition metal surfaces. We

suggest that the shift observed in CN" is basically due to the different

electron distribution in CN" äs compared to CO and N- and that the remaining

contribution of 70* to 403! to the shift found upon chemisorption is due to

the influence of the metal Substrate on the final state observed in photo-

ionization.
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Figure l a) Schematic representation of the crystal structure of the

cubic phase of NaCN. Only the first two layers of a (100)-

surface are shown. ' J'

b) Angular dependence of the density of C and N atoms on a sphere

of radius one half of the CN bond length. The cube indicates

the varous directions within the crystal/ '

Figure 2 Set of angle resolved photoelectron spectra taken with

Synchrotron radiation for different excitation energies. The

geometry of the experiment is indicated. The absolute binding

energies of the three outer valence electron levels are given

at the bottom (in eV) .

Figure 3 BrancMng ratios for the three outer valence levels between 20 eV

and 45 eV photon energy.

Figure 4 Comparison of the valence photoelectron spectra of NaCN taken with

45 eV (normal emissicm) and 1253.6 eV (angle integrated) photon

energies with those of Condensed CO and N? . The spectra have

been alligned at the maximum of the 4o emission.

Figure 5 Comparison of the experimental valence photoelectron spectrum of NaCN

with a many-body corrected Hartree-Fock calculation on the CN- anion.

The calculated 4a ionization energy has been alligned with the ex-

perimental 4a ionization energy.

Figure 6 Schematic representation of the interaction of two atomic sp-hybride

functions to form a o bond in CO, N2 and Cif.



Figure 7 Compan'son of experimental branching ratios of gaseous' ' and
/?/

solid' ' CO and N2 with CN between 20 eV and 45 eV photon

energy. a) 5a ionization, b) lir ionization, c) 40 ionization.

The abszissa is identical for all Systems.

Fig. l
b)
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